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Design Tints has over 30 years experience in window films, frosted 
design & printed films and signage and has become a respected market 
leader with professional service, high quality production and superior 
installation to corporate, institutional and leading construction and 
interior fit out companies in New Zealand.

We are proud to offer our customers this guarantee; Design Tints will 
provide the widest range of film solutions, sipplied and installed to the 
highest degree of quality for a price commensurate with that quality 
of service.

As a specialist window film supplier our range includes; Solar films for 
thermal performance and glare reduction, security and safety film for 
‘duty of care’ and film for office fit outs from simple frost to our 
exciting range of digital print solutions for creative film applications.

At Design Tints we not only embrace the digital print world, we push the 
boundaries in new directions. Everyday we are set new challenges by 
imaginative designers, artists and marketers to which we respond with 
technical expertise and qualified advice.

Over 30 years ago we applied our first window film, now we work with 
New Zealand’s leading architects and builders, solving their glazing, 
solar and safety issues. We work
with leading corporate brands bringing their visual identity to life.

The examples shown in this brochure are intended as a guide for you to 
see what is possible. In fact, just about anything is possible. Our 
experienced team is ready to assist you with service, advice and a fair 
price.

We welcome your enquiry and look forward to working with you on your 
next project.

Mohammad Thompson
Director
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Bringing Glass to Life. Glass is one of the most versatile 
materials available to the commercial building industry today. As a cladding, glass is 
water proof, light and easy to install. As office partitioning, glass provides cost 
effective semi-permanent walling. Glass is also the perfect substrate for decorative 
films. From simple frosted panels of glass providing privacy to business, there is a 
film solution for all panes of glass.

In modern architecture, glass has become a blank canvas for designers to create 
stunning walls of colour and texture whilst allowing filtered light to interiors.

Design Tints provides a full ‘in house’ computer design and cutting service to insure 
your next pane of glass will be anything but ordinary.

Decorative Films
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Bringing Art to Glass.Windows have evolved. Glass is the 
new medium for artists and designers to realise their imaginative vision. What was 
once dreamt is now possible. The reality of digital printing has enabled those dreams 
to become possible, affordable and remarkable.

Design Tints has not only embraced the digital print world, we have pushed the 
boundaries in new directions. Everyday we are set new challenges by imaginative 
designers, artists and marketers, to which we respond with professional service, high 
quality production and superior instsallation.

Printed Films
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Bringing Comfort to Buildings. Since the first 
buildings were designed, architects have struggled with the need for natural light in 
building interiors and the need to provide thermal comfort to the people who live and 
work inside. Air conditioning provides a mechanical solution but it comes at a cost. 
Energy is getting more expensive and the systems needed to heat and cool 
commercial spaces place a demand on consumption and contribute to green house 
gas emissions.

Solar window film provides a clear solution to lowering energy consumption. With solar 
energy reductions of up to 81% air conditioning can operate more efficiently, 
improving costs and the environment.

Clever building managers have upgraded their windows to include solar film, passing 
the energy saving on to tenants who benefit from comfortable indoor environments,
a reduction in glare on computer screens and improved employee satisfaction.

Solar Films
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Bringing Safety to Glass. ‘Duty of care’ is a 
statement that is used more than ever in modern society. From simple awareness of 
possible danger to complex threat assessment, building managers must consider the 
safety of people in and around the built environment.

Glass is often considered the weakest point in a building. Windows that break in 
extreme climatic conditions or a result of terrorist action can cause major damage 
and serious injury. Flying sharp shards of glass can be avoided by installing clear 
window film designed to maintain the pane in one piece following impact.

Design Tints provides a range of films to deal with the specific nature of any threat. 
From film designed to bring old glass up to current AS/NZS 2208, to bomb blast film 
for high threat public spaces, there is an advanced solution to solve your risk 
assessment.

Safety & Security Films
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Safety & Security Films

Bringing Clarity to Graffiti. Graffiti and vandalism 
are unfortunately growing issues in the community. For facility managers managers, 
this problem causes visual damage to buildings and structures and usually demands 
costly removal.

An innovative approach to the problem sees clear anti-graffiti film installed onto 
glass, stainless steel, marble or perspex to protect the substrate from damage by 
absorbing the graffiti into the film. Removal and replacement of film makes economic 
sense and ensures quick response to  the visual aspect of the problem.

Design Tints can provide a cost effective anti-graffiti and vandal protection program 
for your building or structure before this malicious problem damages more than your 
bank account.
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Bringing Communication to Life. Communication 
is important to every organisation. Despite the promotion of the paperless business, 
printed communication is now more important than ever. Signage needs to stand out and 
make a statement just to cut through the clutter of a commercialised society. From 
simple direction messages to corporate branding, signage must ‘say’ a lot.

Design Tints has a growing reputation in the signage industry with creative solutions to 
basic and complex communication requirements.

When you have something to say, let us help you say it.

Signage
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How Big is Our World

Thirty years of service brings a whole world of 
experience. Design Tints has provided window film 
for many of New Zealand’s leading companies 
institutions including:

- AON Group
- Air New Zealand
- Telecom
- BNZ Bank
- ASB Bank
- TVNZ
- Sky City
- Auckland City Council
- Auckland City Libraries
- Auckland University of Technology
- The University of Auckland
- Middlemore Hospital
- North Shore Hospital
- Precinct Properties
- Southern Cross Healthcare
- Auckland District Court
- Vodafone
- Panasonic
- Cathay Pacific
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Bringing Our World to You

Throughout this brochure, we have shown you how Design 
Tints can help with your tinting, film and signage 
requirements. The good news is it’s easy to take advantage 
of our knowledge and expertise.

Simply phone our office to speak with qualified staff or visit 
our web site at designtints.co.nz where you will find even 
more examples of our work

We look forward to hearing from you and tinting your next 
project

Unit O, 150 Harris Road,
East Tamaki, Auckland 2013.

PO Box 217191
Botany Junction

Auckland 2164

P. 09 263 0505
F. 09 263 0504

E. info@designtints.co.nz
W. www.designtints.co.nz
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